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In this paper, the effects of adding spatial conformal symmetry to the asymptotic symmetry
group of an asymptotically conformally flat spacetime are studied. It is shown that, in addition
to the BMS group, only the dilations of the spatial conformal generators keep the corresponding
boundary conditions conformally invariant under hypersurface deformations. We prove that in
order to attain (i) a well-defined symplectic structure and (ii) a finite and (iii) integrable conserved
charge, these conditions are satisfied simultaneously when admitting Regge-Teitelboim and twisted
Henneaux-Troessaert parity conditions, where the latter also contain supertranslation invariance.
The conserved dilation charge contains nonzero terms independent of the field variables, giving a
nonvanishing effect on the boundary. The dilation symmetry also modifies the ADM mass, which
is another physical effect of the conformal symmetry.
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3I. INTRODUCTION
There has been growing interest in the study of boundaries in general relativity in the form of asymptotic symmetries
of spacetimes. These symmetries also exist at the boundary of asymptotically flat spacetimes, and have shed light
on the gravitational effects of gravitating sources. Particularly, it was unexpectedly discovered by Bondi, van der
Burg, and Metzner [1] (and shortly after by Sachs [2, 3]) that the asymptotic region of an asymptotically Lorentzian
flat spacetime, has a far richer structure than the Poincare´ symmetry group. This symmetry group, dubbed the
BMS group, is the trivial extension of the traditional finite-dimensional Poincare´ group by the infinite-dimensional
supertranslations [2]. Strictly speaking, the asymptotic region of an asymptotically flat spacetime serves as an infinite
number of classical vacua in GR. In this context, supertranslations characterize the transformations relating these
vacua.
There are two different approaches to find the generators of these symmetries. The covariant and the canonical
approaches. While the covariant phase space approach has been used for finding the generators of asymptotic symme-
tries at null and spatial infinity [2, 4], the latter is preferred to find these generators at spatial infinity. For instance
in [5–7], these generators have been studied and the asymptotic charges have also been calculated in the canonical
formalism. Previous studies in this area can be found in [8–11].
In the full four-dimensional case, the true degrees of freedom are similarly constructed by modding out the trivial
degrees of freedom, i.e. the trivial diffeomorphisms, from the group of transformations. In this context, large gauge
transformations are defined by the extra gauge transformations with nonzero charge, which remain after eliminating
the trivial gauge degrees of freedom. A study of the definition of the conserved charges in the covariant formalism can
be found, for instance, in [12, 13]. These extra symmetries for asymptotically flat spacetimes have been studied by
many authors, including their relation to soft theorems and gravitational memory [14–28], and well reviewed in [29–32].
It is shown that these spacetimes have an infinite-dimensional symmetry group BMS = Poincare´ × ST , where ST
stands for supertranslations, which are time translations that represent vacuum transitions between different states
of a radiating black hole [33–42]. This symmetry group can be further extended to give an even larger group, which
includes superrotations [43–54]. Superrotations are given by the central extension of the Lie algebra of the symmetry
generators of the 2-sphere at infinity. Moreover, Haco et al. [55] have shown that considering conformal symmetry,
the spacetime also enjoys asymptotic symmetries at null infinity, namely the conformal BMS group, as they call it.
These include the previously found supertranslations and superrotations, as well as dilation, BMS dilations and BMS
special conformal transformations. They also compute the conformal BMS algebra. In addition conformal symmetry
has been studied in other related topics, for example in [56, 57].
Our interest in including spatial conformal symmetry in the study of the boundary of spacetime is motivated by
the fact that it is shown to be included in the natural configuration space of canonical general relativity, known as
conformal superspace. The idea of conformal superspace first appeared in [58], but it was the work by Barbour and
Murchadha [59], as an extension of the seminal work by York [60], that made it precise. In this context, superspace
is the quotient of the space of Riemannian 3-metrics on a 3-manifold by 3-diffeomorphisms and conformal superspace
is obtained by modding out three-dimensional conformal transformations from superspace. As conformal superspace
is considered as the natural configuration space of GR, it is conceptually appealing to see the effect of conformal
symmetry on its dynamics. It is well known that Einstein gravity is not conformal invariant, in general. Nonetheless,
in some cases where the theory has been formulated such that it acquires conformal symmetry [61–63], it has been
shown that this symmetry is “fake” and does not contribute to the conserved charge. In other words, having a vanishing
Noether charge might make one think of the symmetry as a fake symmetry. In another study, it was claimed that these
theories, together with Einstein gravity, are locally equivalent and have the same number of symmetry generators,
but they differ in their global properties and gauge algebra [64]. It is noteworthy to mention that boundary terms are
not taken into account in these studies.
In this paper, we add spatial conformal symmetries alongside Poincare´ symmetries, and we use the canonical
formalism to implement our analysis. The spacetime considered here is conformally flat at the boundary, that is,
spatial infinity; hence the geometry at spatial infinity is asymptotically conformally flat. Considering these new
boundary conditions, we find that, in addition to the BMS group with supertranslations found in [5–7], the boundary
conditions are also invariant under hypersurface deformations induced by dilations. This extra asymptotic dilation
symmetry gives rise to additional finite and divergent terms in the boundary term. The relevant charges are not
integrable, in general; hence we can assume finiteness and integrability to restrict our boundary conditions further.
Moreover, we find that in contrast to the claims of conformal symmetry being fake in gravity, in some circumstances
the boundary terms can indeed give rise to the existence of a nonzero charge related to the spatial conformal symmetry.
In particular, the circumstances under which we find this charge are when we consider an asymptotically conformally
flat spacetime exhibiting spatial conformal symmetry at the boundary, i.e. spatial infinity. Furthermore, only the
dilation generators of the spatial conformal symmetry respect the boundary conditions concurrently.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a review of asymptotic symmetries at spatial infinity is presented in
4the framework of the Hamiltonian (ADM) formalism. Specifically, the invariance of the boundary conditions under
hypersurface deformations is used to specify the symmetry generators. In Sec. III, generators of spatial conformal
symmetry are included in the analysis of the boundary of an asymptotically conformally flat spacetime. In addition,
hypersurface deformations of the metric are carried out, where we show that the conformal symmetry generators are
restricted to dilations only. Section IV provides an expression for the conserved charge associated with the symmetry
generators, for which the details of the calculation is covered in Appendix A. This section ends with a short discussion
on the status of the equations of motion regarding the effects of spatial conformal transformations. In Sec. V, we briefly
review the previously studied Regge-Teitelboim [8] and Henneaux-Troessaert [5–7] parity conditions and examine their
application in the case of an asymptotically conformally flat spacetime. In an effort to introduce a new parity condition,
we present a theorem proving that, “if we take π¯rr to be strictly odd, all attempts to attain (i) a well-defined symplectic
structure and (ii) a finite and (iii) integrable conserved charge simultaneously will lead to Regge-Teitelboim (R-T)
parity conditions.” We then show that the original Henneaux-Troessaert (H-T) parity conditions [5] are not suitable
for eliminating the divergent term in the boundary term produced by dilation symmetry; however, the new twisted
H-T parity conditions [6, 7] do in fact resolve this issue while maintaining the supertranslations. This is followed by
a brief interpretation of the finite terms of the conformal charge in Sec. VI. Finally, a discussion is given in Sec. VII.
II. ASYMPTOTIC SYMMETRIES AT SPATIAL INFINITY
In this section we briefly review the asymptotic symmetries at spatial infinity in an asymptotically flat spacetime.
This is done in the context of the Hamiltonian formalism of general relativity in which one supposes that spacetime
is foliated into a family of spacelike hypersurfaces. In this scenario, the metric tensor of spatial slices, gij , the lapse
function n, and the shift vector ni, together with their conjugate momenta πij , Π, and Πi, respectively, play the roles
of the dynamical variables. We define N = (n, ni) = (n,n). After obtaining the ADM action, it turns out that the
action does not depend on the time derivatives of n and ni, which leads to the primary constraints Π = 0 and Πi = 0,
respectively, and for the conjugate momentum of the metric, one finds
πij =
√
g(Kij − (3)Kgij), (1)
where Kij =
1
2n (g˙ij −Lngij) is the second fundamental form of the spatial hypersurface and (3)K stands for its trace.
The stability of the primary constraints shows that the secondary constraints are
H :=
1√
g
[
(gikgjl − 1
2
gijgkl)π
ijπkl
]
−√g (3)R
Hi := −2gikDjπjk,
(2)
where g := det(gij),
(3)R is the Ricci scalar of the spatial hypersurface, and Di is the torsion-free, metric compatible
connection with respect to gij . Plugging (1) into (2), one gets
H =
√
g(KijK
ij − ((3)K)2 − (3)R)
Hi = 2
√
gDj(K
ij − (3)Kgij).
(3)
By imposing stability of these constraints under evolution, no tertiary constraints arise. As we will see, the asymptotic
behavior of the constraints expressed in (2) is crucial in the analysis of the conserved charges.
Following this brief review, we are ready to jump into the analysis of the asymptotic region using canonical formu-
lation of GR. There are some mathematically rigorous definitions for an asymptotically flat spacetime [65, 66] that
are beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, we stick to a simpler definition specifying the asymptotic behavior of the
metric as
gµν = ηµν +
1
r
hµν +O(r
−2), (4)
where hµν is a tensor on the asymptotic 2-sphere. In order to use the advantage of the Hamiltonian formalism, one
needs to know the fall-off behaviors of the variables gij and π
ij . While there is no fingerprint of the decay behavior of
the latter in (4), the former follows directly from it. The functionally differentiability of the action and the finiteness
of ADM momentum are further requirements that make the asymptotic decay of πij special as
gij = δij +
1
r
h¯ij +
1
r2
h
(2)
ij +O(r
−3)
πij =
1
r2
π¯ij +
1
r3
π(2)ij +O(r−4),
(5)
5where h¯ij , h
(2)
ij , π¯
ij , and π(2)ij are again tensor fields on the 2-sphere at spatial infinity. An excellent review of these
issues is contained in the book by Thiemann [67].
In their pioneering work [8], Regge and Teitelboim have shown that demanding the boundary conditions (5) to stay
invariant under hypersurface deformations [68],
δgij =
2n√
g
(πij − 1
2
πgij) + Lngij
δπij =− n√g(Rij − 1
2
gijR) +
1
2
n√
g
(πmnπ
mn − 1
2
π2)gij
− 2n√
g
(πimπm
j − 1
2
πijπ) +
√
g(DiDjn− gijDiDin) + Lnπij ,
(6)
will determine the asymptotic behavior of n and ni as
n = bix
i + a(n) +O(r−1)
ni = bijx
j + ai(n) +O(r−1),
(7)
where bi and bij(= −bji) are arbitrary constants representing boosts and rotations. In turn, the arbitrary function
a(n) and arbitrary vector ai(n) represent time and spatial translations, respectively.
Since we wish to study the asymptotic region, it is convenient to work with the spherical coordinates (r, xA) where
xA describes coordinates on the 2-sphere. In this coordinate, Eq. (5) becomes
grr = 1 +
1
r
h¯rr +
1
r2
h(2)rr +O(r
−3)
grA = h¯rA +
1
r
h
(2)
rA +O(r
−2)
gAB = r
2γ¯AB + rh¯AB + h
(2)
AB +O(r
−1)
πrr = π¯rr +
1
r
π(2)rr +O(r−2)
πrA =
1
r
π¯rA +
1
r2
π(2)rA +O(r−3)
πAB =
1
r2
π¯AB +
1
r3
π(2)AB +O(r−4),
(8)
where γ¯AB is the metric on the unit 2-sphere. In attaining the last three equations in (8), one should pay attention
to the fact that πij is not a tensor field but a tensor density. In addition, without loss of generality, we can assume
h¯rA = 0, which simplifies the calculations done in the next sections considerably. This assumption is valid since
h¯rA = 0 can always be achieved by means of a coordinate transformation [5].
In spherical coordinates, Eq. (7) reads
n = rb + f +O(r−1), nr =W +
1
r
S +O(r−2), nA = Y A +
1
r
IA +O(r−2), (9)
where f , W , and S are arbitrary functions and IA is a vector field on the asymptotic unit 2-sphere. Here, b, an
arbitrary function satisfying
D¯AD¯Bb+ bγ¯AB = 0, (10)
is the boost parameter, and Y A is assumed to be the rotation generator; hence it satisfies
LY γ¯AB = 0. (11)
Note that the symbol D¯ represents the torsion-free connection compatible with γ¯AB.
In the following section, we investigate whether one can include conformal generators in (7) such that the boundary
conditions (5) stay conformally invariant under the hypersurface deformations expressed in (6).
6III. ADDING CONFORMAL SYMMETRY
In our analysis, we consider hypersurface deformations produced by generators containing conformal symmetry
that keep the boundary conditions unchanged. Therefore, we define the lapse and shift in such a way that we include
dilation and special conformal transformations, i.e.
n =bix
i + a(n) +O(r−1)
ni =(bij + F (n)δ
i
j)x
j
+
∑
k=1,2,3
[
V (n)(xjx
jδik − 2xkxi) + ai(n)
]
+O(r−1),
(12)
where F and V are arbitrary functions on the unit 2-sphere. Note that in the case where F and V vanish, we
recover the lapse and shift considered by [8], which keep the boundary conditions (5) invariant under hypersurface
deformations. Our aim here is to investigate the conditions on these extra terms which keep the boundary conditions
conformally invariant under the action of these new generators.
Accordingly, in spherical coordinates, Eq. (12) can be written as
n = rb + f +O(r−1)
nr = r2Z + rF +W +
1
r
S +O(r−2)
nA = rJA + Y A +
1
r
IA +O(r−2),
(13)
where f , W , F , and Z are arbitrary functions related to time translation, radial translation, dilation, and special
conformal transformations, respectively. Similarly, JA is an arbitrary vector, also related to special conformal trans-
formations. In the following, we explore the conformal invariance of the boundary conditions under hypersurface
deformations generated by (13).
A. Hypersurface deformations and boundary conditions
Regarding hypersurface deformations with respect to the lapse and shift defined above, and demanding conformal
invariance of the boundary conditions, we find, for the “rA” component,
LNgrA =n∂tgrA + nr∂rgrA + nC∂CgrA + gri∂Ani + gAi∂rni
=
2b√
γ¯
γ¯AC π¯
rC − Zh(2)rA + Y C∂C h¯rA + rJC∂C h¯rA
+ JC∂Ch
(2)
rA + F h¯rA + 2rZh¯rA + 2Zh
(2)
rA + r
2JC γ¯AC
− IC γ¯A + rJC h¯AC + JCh(2)AC + r∂AF + ∂AW + r2∂AZ
+ h¯rr∂AF + rh¯rr∂AZ + h
(2)
rr ∂AZ + h¯rC∂AY
C + r∂AJ
C h¯rC + h
(2)
rC∂AJ
C +O(r−1)
=(αo +O(r
−1))(h¯rA +
1
r
h
(2)
rA +O(r
−2)),
(14)
which gives
O(r2) = r2(JA + ∂AZ)→ JA + ∂AZ = 0
O(r) = r(h¯CAJ
C + ∂AF + h¯rr(∂AZ))→ h¯CAJC + ∂AF + h¯rr(∂AZ) = 0
O(1) =
2b√
γ¯
γ¯AC π¯
rC − Zh(2)rA + JC∂Ch(2)rA + 2Zh(2)rA − IC γ¯AC + h(2)CAJC
+ ∂AW + h¯rr(∂AF ) + h
(2)
rr (∂AZ) + (∂AJ
C)h
(2)
rC = 0.
(15)
7For the “AB” component, taking into account that n∂tgAB = O(r), we arrive at
LNgAB =n∂tgAB + nr∂rgAB + nC∂CgAB + gAC∂BnC + gBC∂AnC + gAr∂Bnr + gBr∂Anr
=2r2F γ¯AB + 2r
3Zγ¯AB + r
2Zh¯AB + r
2h¯rA∂BZ + r
2h¯rB∂AZ
+ r3(JC∂C γ¯AB + γ¯BC∂AJ
C + γ¯AC∂BJ
C) + r2(Y C∂C γ¯AB + γ¯AC∂BY
C + γ¯BC∂AY
C)
+ r2(JC∂C h¯AB + h¯BC∂AJ
C + h¯AC∂BJ
C) +O(r)
=(α0 +O(r
−1))(r2γ¯AB + rh¯AB +O(1)).
(16)
Hence, comparing orders, we find
O(r3) = r3(2Zγ¯AB + LJ γ¯AB) = 0, → D¯CJC = −2Z
O(r2) = r2(2F γ¯AB − Zh¯AB − h¯rAD¯BZ − h¯rBD¯AZ + LY γ¯AB + LJ h¯AB) = r2α0γ¯AB
h¯rA=0−−−−→ LY γ¯AB + 2F γ¯AB + LJ h¯AB + Zh¯AB = α0γ¯AB.
(17)
The “rr” component, keeping in mind n∂tgrr = O(r
−1), reads
LNgrr = n∂tgAB + nr∂rgrr + nC∂Cgrr + 2grC∂rnC + 2grr∂rnr
= −Zh¯rr + JC∂C h¯rr + 2F + 4rZ + 4Zh¯rr + 2JC h¯rC +O(r−1)
= αgrr +O(r
−1)
→ O(r) = rZ → Z = 0
→ 2F = α0 − 3Zh¯rr − JC∂C h¯rr
= α0 − LJ h¯rr
(18)
where α = α0 +O(r
−1). As a result, putting all the equations together, one finds
Z = JA = ∂AF = LY γ¯AB = 0
IA =
2b√
γ¯
γ¯AC π¯
rC + ∂AW
2F = α0.
(19)
It is worth noting that having found Z = JA = 0, we can conclude that special conformal transformations cannot keep
the boundary conditions conformally invariant under hypersurface deformations. Therefore, the only contribution is
due to constant angle-independent dilations.
Using (19), it is easy to see that (13) reduces to
n = rb + f +O(r−1)
nr = rF +W +
1
r
S +O(r−2)
nA = Y A +
1
r
IA +O(r−2),
(20)
where F is an arbitrary constant generating dilations.
We are now equipped with all the requirements needed to calculate the asymptotic charges which will be carried
out in the next section.
IV. ASYMPTOTIC CHARGES
Before addressing the asymptotic charges, we introduce the asymptotic expansion of the parameters needed in the
calculation. To attain a meaningful comparison with the findings of [5], we proceed to use their notation, in particular,
λ :=
1√
grr
= 1 +
1
r
λ¯+
1
r2
λ(2) +O(r−3) ; λ¯ =
1
2
h¯rr,
KAB =−
1
r
δAB +
1
r2
k¯AB +
1
r3
k
(2)A
B +O(r
−4) ; k¯AB =
1
2
h¯AB + λ¯δ
A
B +
1
2
D¯Aλ¯B +
1
2
D¯Bλ¯
A, k¯ = γ¯AB k¯
AB,
λA :=grA ; λ
A =
1
r2
λ¯A +
1
r3
λ(2)A +O(r−4),
(21)
8where h¯rA = λ¯A, which can be considered to be zero as mentioned before in Sec. II. Also, angular indices of all the
barred parameters are raised and lowered by the unit 2-sphere metric γ¯AB.
Having known the form of the smearing functions that keeps the boundary conditions intact, we can examine the
asymptotic charges by calculating the smeared constraints. The boundary term for a general variation of the smeared
constraints is given by
B[δgij, δπij ] =
∫
∂Σ
d2x[−2niδπri + nrπijδgij − 2
√
γnδK
−√γγBCδγAC(nKAB +
1
λ
(∂rn− λC∂Cn)δAB)].
(22)
Correspondingly, the boundary term associated with the generators defined in (20) is
B =r
∫
S2
d2x {−2Fδπ¯rr − 2Y Aγ¯ABδπ¯rB − 2
√
γ¯bδk¯}
+
∫
S2
d2x {−2Y Aδ[π¯rBh¯AB + γ¯ABπ(2)rB + h¯rAπ¯rr]− 2IAγ¯ABδπ¯rB
− 2Wδπ¯rr − 2√γ¯(fδk¯ + bδk(2))
+
√
γ¯(f + bλ¯+ λ¯D∂Db)δh¯−
√
γ¯bk¯ABδh¯AB
− 2Fδ(π¯rrh¯rr + π¯rAh¯rA + π(2)rr)]
+ F (π¯ABδh¯AB + π¯
rrδh¯rr + 2π¯
rAδh¯rA)}+O(r−1).
(23)
In Appendix A, the calculation can be found in more detail.1 Notice that the dilation symmetry gives one divergent
term, namely, −2rF ∫ dΩδπ¯rr, in addition to those calculated in [5]. We recall that divergencies also arise in the
symplectic structure which makes it ill defined. In addition, the charge corresponding to (23) is not integrable; i.e., B
is not an exact one-form in the space of field variables. One possible solution to these issues, as employed before in
the literature, is to define parity conditions for the conjugate field variables. We refer to this strategy as the parity
method. This will be discussed in detail in Sec. V.
A. Equations of motion (constraints)
In the canonical formalism of general relativity, it is straightforward to check that the Einstein equations are
equivalent to the constraints as is obvious from the following relations:
Gµνn
µnν =− H
2
√
det(q)
Gµνn
µqνρ =
Hρ
2
√
det(q)
,
(24)
where nµ is the unit normal vector to the spatial hypersurface, and qµν = gµν + nµnν is the first fundamental form
of the hypersurface [67].
The constraints are used in the process of calculating the conserved charges. Hence, we need to consider the
effects of conformal transformations, specifically dilations. Under a spatial conformal transformation g˜ij = Ω
4gij , the
momentum constraint is mapped to itself, and the Hamiltonian constraint in (3) transforms to
8DiD
iΩ− (3)R Ω + Ω−7KijTTKTTij −
2
3
Ω5((3)K)2 = 0, (25)
where D is the torsion-free metric compatible connection with respect to gij , and
(3)R is the Ricci scalar constructed
from gij . Equation (25) is known as the Lichnerowicz-York (L-Y) equation. In order for the Hamiltonian constraint
to stay conformally invariant, the conformal factor Ω must be a solution to the L-Y equation. In other words, we
must take into account conformal factors that map (gij ,KTTij ,
(3)K) to a new data set (Ω4gij ,Ω−2KTTij ,
(3)K) in the
1 By setting F = 0 in (23), one expects to recover the boundary term found in [5]. However, our expression does not contain the term
−
∫
S2
d2x
√
γ¯bh¯δk¯ in this circumstance.
9conformal superspace configuration space that also satisfies the constraints. Here, KTTij is the transverse traceless
part of Kij , namely,
Kij = K
TT
ij +
1
3
(3)Kgij . (26)
The solution to (25) always exists and is unique for a positive Ω if (3)K 6= 0, and also its transverse traceless part
KTTij 6= 02. In this case it is obvious that the constraints are conformally invariant, and we can indeed proceed to use
the constraints in [5–7] in our analysis. Since δgij = αgij , we have
g˜ij = gij + ǫδgij = (1 + ǫα)gij = Ω
4gij ; Ω
4 = eǫα (27)
where ǫ is a small constant. Therefore, up to first order in ǫ, Eq. (25) becomes
(
−(3)R+KijTTKTTij −
2
3
(3)K
2
)
+ ǫ
(
2DiD
iα− 1
4
(3)Rα− 7
4
αKijTTK
TT
ij −
5
6
α(3)K
2
)
= 0 (28)
The expression in the first parentheses is zero, according to (3). In the second parentheses, substituting KijTTK
TT
ij in
terms of (3)R and ((3)K)2 from the Hamiltonian constraints, we obtain
DiD
iα−
(
(3)R+ ((3)K)2
)
α = 0. (29)
This equation shows how α is restricted in order to keep the Hamiltonian constraint conformally invariant. One can
show that (29) is consistent with ∂Aα0 = 0 found earlier in (19).
V. PARITY CONDITIONS
The idea of associating parity conditions with the coefficient functions existing in (5), for the first time, was
proposed in [8] in order to eliminate divergent terms appearing in the boundary term. Furthermore, the finiteness of
the symplectic structure with respect to the parity conditions has been studied in a more recent work by Henneaux
and Troessaert. To have a well-defined symplectic structure, one assigns parities to field variables in such a way that
the kinetic term
∫
d3x πij g˙ij (30)
whose divergent term is
∫
dr
r
∫
dθdφ
(
π¯rr ˙¯hrr + π¯
AB ˙¯hAB
)
, (31)
remains finite. Notice the term πrA ˙¯hrA does not appear in (31) since h¯rA = 0. Hence, parity conditions should
be defined such that (31) and the divergent term in (23) vanish. Moreover, the parity conditions must maintain
Poincare´ transformations among the asymptotic symmetries, and also, known solutions of general relativity such as
Schwarzschild and Kerr solutions should obey the parity conditions.
In this section we briefly review the previous parity conditions introduced in the literature by Regge and Teitelboim
in [8], and Henneaux and Troessaert in [5–7], which fulfill all the requirements mentioned above. Thereafter, we
explore the results of adopting these parity conditions in the case of an asymptotically conformally flat spacetime.
Eventually, we present a theorem regarding the appropriate parity conditions needed to acquire a finite expression for
the conserved charge including the contribution from dilation symmetry.
2 For a detailed discussion see [59].
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A. R-T parity conditions
These parity conditions were considered by Regge and Teitelboim in 1974 in order to remove the divergent terms
from the asymptotic charge and kinetic term (30). They are given by
h¯rr ∼ π¯rA ∼ h¯AB = even, π¯rr ∼ π¯AB = odd. (32)
Keep in mind that the parity conditions should be preserved under the hypersurface deformations. This requirement
is satisfied when
W −WP = even, f − fo = odd, (33)
as reexpressed in [5]. Here WP = Σ
1
m=−1P
mY1m(x
A) is the odd part of W , and the even part of f is just a constant
denoted by fo.
In the expression of the boundary term (23), the divergent terms containing Y Aγ¯ABδπ¯
rB and
√
γ¯bδk¯ vanish due to
these parity conditions, as intended by R-T. However, these parity conditions over-restrict the system, hence leading
to the loss of the extra conserved charges associated with supertranslation symmetry.
Nonetheless, in the case where we have included asymptotic dilations, the only divergent term associated with this
symmetry is
− 2rFδπ¯rr = −rα0δπ¯rr. (34)
The condition π¯rr ∼ odd in the R-T parity conditions forces this divergent term to vanish. Furthermore, the terms
including δ(π¯rrh¯rr), δ(π¯
rAh¯rA), π¯
ABδh¯AB, π¯
rrδh¯rr, and π¯
rAδh¯rA also vanish as a result of the R-T parity conditions.
Consequently, after including conformal symmetry and the R-T parity condition, we are left with an integrable,
nonvanishing charge corresponding to dilation, namely,
Qdilation =
∫
S2
d2x Fπ(2)rr. (35)
This implies that, with R-T parity conditions in asymptotically conformally flat spacetimes at spatial infinity, dilation
symmetry contributes to the conserved charge.
B. H-T parity conditions
1. Original H-T parity
In their 2017 paper [5], Henneaux and Troessaert observed that two of the divergent terms included in (23) will
vanish with the help of the leading order terms of the constraints (3), which are
H =− 2
r
√
γ¯(D¯AD¯B k¯
AB − D¯AD¯Ak¯) +O(r−2)
HA =− 2γ¯AB(π¯rB + D¯C π¯BC)
− 2
r
[
γ¯ABD¯Cπ
(2)BC − ∂Aλ¯π¯rr + D¯B(h¯AC π¯BC)− 1
2
π¯BCD¯Ah¯CB
]
+O(r−2).
(36)
These constraints vanish, and thus the following relations are imposed on the field variables:
D¯AD¯B k¯
AB − D¯AD¯Ak¯ = 0, γ¯ABπ¯rB + γ¯ABD¯C π¯BC = 0. (37)
These, together with the Lorentz parameter property, i.e. D¯AD¯Bb+ bγ¯AB = 0, remove the divergent terms
r
∫
S2
d2x (−2Y Aγ¯ABδπ¯rB − 2
√
γ¯bδk¯) (38)
in (23). This gives them the freedom to relax the parity conditions and to present different ones from those of R-T,
thereby reviving the supertranslation charge. These H-T parity conditions are
λ¯ ∼ π¯AB = even, p¯ ∼ k¯AB ∼ π¯rA = odd, (39)
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where λ¯ := h¯rr/2 and p¯ := 2(π¯
rr − π¯AA). The nonvanishing supertranslation charge is thus given by
QSupertranslation =
∫
S2
d2x (4T
√
γ¯λ¯+Wp¯), (40)
where T := f + bλ¯ and W are even and odd arbitrary functions on the unit 2-sphere respectively.3 The parities of T
and W guarantee that H-T parity conditions (39) stay invariant under hypersurface deformations.
2. Twisted H-T parity
In their recent work [6, 7], the authors introduced another set of boundary conditions, called “twisted boundary
conditions,” proposing that the field variables can have strict parity up to an improper gauge diffeomorphism, namely
π¯rr − π¯AA = odd (strictly),
h¯rr = even, λ¯A = odd,
π¯rr = (π¯rr)odd −√γ¯D¯CD¯CΨ, π¯rA = (π¯rA)even − D¯AΨ,
π¯AB = (π¯AB)odd +
√
γ¯(D¯AD¯BΨ − γ¯ABD¯CD¯CΨ),
h¯AB = (h¯AB)
even + 2(D¯AD¯BΦ + Φγ¯AB),
(41)
where Ψ and Φ are even and odd functions, respectively. These boundary conditions are invariant under BMS
transformations and give rise to appropriate charges with the same supertranslation charge given in (40) and also
include, for instance, the electromagnetism charge found in [6].
However, when including dilation, the original H-T parity conditions fail to remove the divergent term associated
with dilation in the boundary term; Fδπ¯rr is not strictly odd with these parity conditions.
On the other hand, considering the twisted H-T parity conditions in the case of an asymptotically conformally
flat spacetime, one can see that the form of the even part of π¯rr, which is −√γ¯D¯CD¯CΨ, is not invariant under
hypersurface deformations. In fact, the even part of δπ¯rr, with twisted H-T parity, is
δπ¯rreven =LY π¯rreven − Fπrreven +
√
γ¯[−D¯2feven + (D¯E h¯CEodd)(∂Cb)−
1
2
(D¯C h¯odd)(∂Cb)− 1
2
bh¯odd]
=LY π¯rreven − Fπrreven +
√
γ¯[−D¯2feven + 2D¯E(D¯AD¯BΦ + Φγ¯AB)(∂Cb)− D¯C(D¯2Φ+ 2Φ)(∂Cb)− b(D¯2Φ+ 2Φ)]
(42)
On the other hand, considering the twisted H-T parity conditions in the case of an asymptotically conformally flat
spacetime, the integration of 2
√
γ¯D¯CD¯
CΨ over the 2-sphere vanishes. This completely eliminates the divergency of
the boundary term, while the divergent terms in the symplectic structure also vanish since the constraints used to
eliminate them are conformally invariant, giving a finite dilation charge alongside the supertranslation charges. In
the next subsection we will analyze the desired requirements to support the existence of conformal symmetry in a
consistent way.
C. Parity conditions appropriate for including dilation symmetry
There are two scenarios that we examine here in order to find the appropriate parity conditions. First, we take π¯rr
to be strictly odd and find that this will lead to the R-T parity conditions. In the second case, we examine the twisted
H-T parity conditions, where π¯rr is odd up to the Laplacian of a function. In what follows, where it is needed, the
functions are split into their even and odd parts and denoted by the corresponding subscripts.
Taking π¯rr to be strictly odd
3 It is worth noting that, in [5], the function T is defined to have an extra term, namely T = f + bk¯ + bλ¯. This is due to the fact that
the term −
∫
S2
d2x
√
γ¯bh¯δk¯ in the charge calculated by these authors sabotages its integrability. The inclusion of bk¯ in T is a remedy
to overcome this dilemma. On the other hand, since we have not found this troublesome term in our calculations (Appendix A), we
therefore do not need its presence in the definition of T . Nonetheless, this minor disagreement in the two calculations does not effect
the final result in an essential way.
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Theorem: Consider the study of asymptotic symmetries at spatial infinity in the context of the canonical formalism
for an asymptotically conformally flat spacetime. If one wishes to use the parity method, it can be shown that by
including conformal symmetry in the asymptotic region, only R-T parity conditions can simultaneously satisfy the
following three conditions:
1. The symplectic structure is well defined.
2. The conserved charge is finite.
3. The conserved charge is integrable.
Proof. Given that the only remaining4 divergent term in the boundary term is expressed by −2rF ∫ d2x δπ¯rr, to
satisfy condition 2, one can require π¯rr to be a strictly odd density function. To sustain consistency, this parity
condition must be invariant under hypersurface deformations, that is
δπ¯rr = LY π¯rr − F π¯rr + b
√
γ¯(8λ¯+ D¯2λ¯) +
√
γ¯[−D¯2f + 2(D¯E k¯CE)(∂Cb)− (D¯C k¯)(∂Cb)− bk¯]. (43)
Accordingly, in order to eliminate the terms that do not respect this parity condition, namely,
√
γ¯[8bλ¯odd + bD¯
2λ¯odd − D¯2feven + 2(D¯Ek¯CEodd)(∂Cb)− (D¯C k¯odd)(∂Cb)− bk¯odd], (44)
feven should be defined as
feven(rˆ) :=
∫
S2
dΩ′ G(rˆ, rˆ′)
[
8bλ¯odd + bD¯
2λ¯odd + 2(D¯Ek¯
CE
odd)(∂Cb)− (D¯C k¯odd)(∂Cb)− bk¯odd
]
(rˆ′) + fo, (45)
where fo is a constant, rˆ and rˆ
′ are unit vectors, and
G(rˆ, rˆ′) =
1
4π
ln(1 − rˆ · rˆ′) (46)
is the Green function of the Laplace-Beltrami operator D¯2 on the unit 2-sphere. It is worth noting that by defining
A := 8bλ¯odd + bD¯
2λ¯odd + 2(D¯E k¯
CE
odd)(∂Cb)− (D¯C k¯odd)(∂Cb)− bk¯odd, (47)
and taking into consideration (46), one can rewrite Eq. (45) as
feven(rˆ)− fo :=
∫
S2
dΩ′
1
4π
ln(1− rˆ · rˆ′)A(rˆ′) =
∫
hemisphere
dΩ′
1
4π
ln
[
(1− rˆ · rˆ′)(1 + rˆ · rˆ′)]A(rˆ′) (48)
which shows that feven(rˆ) is invariant under antipodal mapping on the 2-sphere, consistent with our assumption
about its even parity.
In an effort to satisfy condition 1, one can assign the parity conditions of the field variables in such a way so as
to enforce the elimination of the divergent part of the kinetic term, i.e. (31). The two alternative parity conditions
available are given in the following cases.
Case 1: If h¯rr = even, R-T parity conditions are restored. This is due to the fact that this assumption removes the
first divergent term of (31), and one is left with
∫
dθdφ π¯AB ˙¯hAB. Hereafter, the only option for the remaining parities
are π¯AB = odd and h¯AB = even. Notice that any alternatives will place additional algebraic restrictions on field
variables, which is undesirable since the only intended restrictions are parity conditions. Furthermore, one cannot
exchange their parity behaviors to π¯AB = even and h¯AB = odd, seeing that this alternative choice will not preserve
the parity of h¯rr under hypersurface deformations, as one can easily observe in Eq. (B3). With h¯rr ∼ h¯AB = even,
π¯rr ∼ π¯AB = odd, from (45) we can see feven = fo. Therefore, (B13) shows that π¯rA has to be even.
Case 2: If h¯rr 6= even, then λ¯odd is an arbitrary odd function which is not identically zero, and as will be shown in
the following, it is in contradiction with condition 3. In order to proceed, consider the terms which seem to jeopardize
integrability, i.e.
− 2
(
2b√
γ¯
π¯rA + D¯AW
)
γ¯ABδπ¯
rB − 2Wδπ¯rr +√γ¯ (−2fδk¯ + fδh¯+ bλ¯δh¯− bk¯ABδh¯AB)
+ F
(
π¯rrδh¯rr + π¯
ABδh¯AB
)
.
(49)
4 Recall that the other two divergent terms are eliminated by use of the constraints and properties of the Lorentz parameter as mentioned
in the previous subsection.
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Using h¯AB = 2(k¯AB − λ¯γ¯AB), we find
δ
(
− 2b√
γ¯
π¯rAπ¯rA
)
− 2(D¯AW )δπ¯rA − 2Wδπ¯rr +
√
γ¯
[−4fδλ¯+ 2δ(bλ¯k¯)− 2δ(bλ¯2)− δ(bk¯AB k¯AB)]
+ F
(
2π¯rrδλ¯+ π¯ABδh¯AB
)
,
(50)
where we have taken λ¯A = 0. Hence, the terms that are inconsistent with condition 3 are
∫
d2x {−2(D¯AWodd)δπ¯rAeven − 2(D¯AWeven)δπ¯rAodd − 2Woddδπ¯rr + 2(F π¯rr − 2
√
γ¯fodd)δλ¯odd
− 4√γ¯fevenδλ¯even + F π¯ABoddδh¯oddAB + F π¯ABevenδh¯evenAB }.
(51)
Now, it is obvious that the term
− 4
∫
d2x (
√
γ¯feven)δλ¯even = −4
∫
d2x δ
(√
γ¯fevenλ¯even
)
+ 4
∫
d2x (
√
γ¯λ¯even)δfeven (52)
in (51) cannot be canceled out by other terms; thus the only remaining option is to consider
∫
d2x (
√
γ¯λ¯even)δfeven = 0.
Recall that feven expressed by (45) is a functional of λ¯odd(=
1
2 h¯
odd
rr ), and therefore it is an arbitrary even function
due to the assumption on λ¯odd. By this means, λ¯even has to vanish identically. However, this yields inconsistency
with condition 1, and in fact Eq. (31) will only vanish when the even part of π¯AB ˙¯hAB cancels π¯
rr ˙¯hrr. On the other
hand, this is not desirable as it will place an extra constraint on the field variables. Consequently, the assumption on
the parity of h¯rr(6= even) is inconsistent and h¯rr must be even. This brings us back to case 1, in which recovering
R-T parity conditions is inevitable.
Considering the twisted H-T parity conditions regarding π¯rr
Although we proved above that the supertranslations vanish when trying to parallelly satisfy the three conditions in the
theorem, there is yet another side to this story. Particularly, taking π¯rr to be strictly odd is in fact overconstraining
the boundary conditions and therefore leads to the loss of supertranslation invariance when dilation symmetry is
included. On the other hand, if one considers the more desirable twisted H-T boundary conditions, where π¯rr is odd
up to the Laplacian of a function, as is obvious in (41), the divergent term associated with dilation symmetry will
indeed vanish since its integration over the 2-sphere is zero.
Correspondingly, using (41), the transformation of π¯rreven under hypersurface deformations is
δπ¯rreven =
√
γ¯LY (D¯2Ψ)− F
√
γ¯D¯2Ψ+
√
γ¯[−D¯2feven + (D¯E h¯CEodd)(∂Cb)−
1
2
(D¯C h¯odd)(∂Cb)− 1
2
bh¯odd]
:=
√
γ¯LY (D¯2Ψ) +
√
γ¯[−FD¯2Ψ − D¯2feven +Υ].
(53)
Seeing that Y A is the Killing vector field on the unit 2-sphere, the term
∫
S2
d2xLY (D¯2Ψ) =
∫
S2
d2xY AD¯AD¯
2Ψ =
∫
S2
d2xD¯A(Y
AD¯2Ψ) = 0 (54)
does not contribute in the divergency. Notice that Υ can also be expressed as D¯2Θ in reference to [7]. Accordingly,
all the remaining terms, namely, −FD¯2Ψ− D¯2feven + D¯2Θ, are Laplacians of even functions as desired. In this case,
the divergency is eliminated, and we conclude that using the twisted H-T parity, in addition to the supertranslation
charge, a contribution from dilation symmetry is also present.
VI. EVALUATION OF THE DILATION CHARGE
As stated in the proof of the theorem, with R-T parity, the charge is integrable, i.e.
B = −δQ (55)
where
Q =
∫
S2
d2x [2Y A(π¯rBh¯AB + γ¯ABπ
(2)rB) + 2WP (π¯
rr − D¯Aπ¯rA) + 2b
√
γ¯k(2) + 4fo
√
γ¯λ¯+ 2Fπ(2)rr] (56)
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is the conserved charge at spatial infinity. The term containing 2Fπ(2)rr is related to the conserved charge resulting
from dilation symmetry. To understand this term we can write π(2)rr(= O(r−1)|πrr ) using (1), as5
π(2)rr =−
√
γ¯
2b2
[
b(γ¯ABh˙
(2)
AB − 4S −Wh¯− γABLY h(2)AB − γABLI h¯AB)
− (2f γ¯AB − 2bk¯AB)( ˙¯hAB + 2Wγ¯AB + F h¯AB + LY h¯AB + LI γ¯AB)
+2F (bγ¯ABh
(2)AB + 2bλ¯h¯− 6bλ¯2 + 4f k¯)
]
,
(57)
which gives
Qdilation =
∫
S2
d2x
√
γ¯
F
b2
[
b(γ¯ABh˙
(2)
AB − 4S −WP h¯− γ¯ABLY h(2)AB − γ¯ABLI h¯AB)
− 2foγ¯AB ˙¯hAB − 8foWeven − 8foddWP − 2foF h¯− 2foLY h¯− 2f γ¯ABLI γ¯AB
+4bWP k¯ + 2bk¯
ABLI γ¯AB + 2F γ¯AB(bh(2)AB + 4fok¯AB)
]
.
(58)
The terms containing ˙¯hAB and h˙
(2)
AB are suggestive of traces of radiative effects in the system on the boundary. Although
not the same, ˙¯hAB resembles the Bondi news tensor
6 in the full 4-dim analysis using the covariant formalism. By use
of (19), it is also evident from this expression that the terms
∫
S2
d2x
√
γ¯
F
b2
[−4S − 8foWeven − 8foddWP − 2f γ¯ABLD¯W γ¯AB] (59)
are independent of the field variables and, in general, nonzero, even in the case of vanishing field variables. One can
therefore infer that the existence of a nonzero charge corresponding to the dilation generator is essentially inevitable.
This distinguishes our result from the previous understanding of the effect of conformal symmetry in gravity and is in
obvious contrast with the claim that conformal symmetries are fake. In other words, in studying the boundary terms,
we have found a nonzero conserved charge related to dilation symmetry at spatial infinity.
Another interesting observation can be conducted in the specific case of the Schwarzschild solution with a nonzero
mass M := λ¯ and h¯AB = h
(2)
AB = 0. The dilation charge in this example is
QSchw.dilation =
∫
S2
d2x
√
γ¯
F
b2
[−4bS − 8fW − 2f γ¯ABLI γ¯AB +M(8bWP + 16Ffo + bγ¯ABLI γ¯AB)] , (60)
where again the first three terms are nonvanishing contributions of the dilation symmetry and independent of the
field variables. However, the remaining terms modify the ADM mass, MADM = 4
∫
S2
d2x
√
γ¯foM , as
M =
∫
S2
d2x
√
γ¯
[
4fo +
F
b2
(8bWP + 16Ffo + bγ¯
ABLI γ¯AB)
]
M, (61)
demonstrating the effect of asymptotic conformal symmetry on this physical quantity.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have included conformal symmetry at the boundary at spatial infinity. This leads to nonzero
boundary terms and contributions to the conserved charges at spatial infinity. We show that the only component
of the conformal symmetry that is consistent with preserving the boundary conditions is the spatial dilation. The
remaining part of the spatial conformal symmetry, that is, special conformal transformations change the fall-off
conditions of an asymptotically conformally flat spacetime at spatial infinity and are therefore excluded from the
asymptotic symmetry generators.
5 The calculation can be found in Appendix C.
6 In the 4-dim scenario, the Bondi news tensor is defined as NAB = ∂uCB , where “u” is the retarded time coordinate and CAB is the
coefficient of the O(r−1) term in the asymptotic expansion of the angular metric at null infinity, describing the time dependency of the
radiation at null infinity.
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Similar to previous analyses performed at spatial infinity, we encounter contributions of divergent terms in the
boundary term. In addition, divergent terms contributing from the spatial dilation symmetry add to this issue. Much
the same as prior approaches to this issue, we also make use of assigning parity conditions to deal with the divergent
terms. In our study of suitable parity conditions, we examine Regge-Teitelboim and Henneaux-Troessaert parity
conditions in the case comprised of Poincare´ and dilation symmetries with appropriate boundary conditions at spatial
infinity. In the process of evaluating the effect of these parity conditions on our spacetime, it can be seen that the
R-T parity can in fact remove all divergent terms and produce a finite nonzero charge related to dilation symmetry.
However, R-T parity also eliminates the supertranslations that we are eager to maintain. Respectively, one can argue
that the significance of introducing H-T parity is to revive supertranslations. Nevertheless, the original H-T parity
conditions [5] are not convenient for terminating divergent terms due to conformal charges.
In the course of introducing new parity conditions that can (i) keep the symplectic structure well defined, (ii) tailor
a finite charge, and (iii) yield integrability in the charge, we prove that if one demands the parity of π¯rr to be strictly
odd, any attempt to simultaneously satisfy these three conditions will recover R-T parity conditions. Nevertheless,
if one uses the more satisfactory twisted H-T parity conditions [6], in addition to sustaining the supertranslation
charge, the divergent terms in the boundary term due to dilations also vanish and a finite dilation charge remains.
This charge, expressed in (58), contains terms that presumably hold information about the footprints of radiation
at infinity. However, this is a delicate subject and must be approached with caution; therefore we have not made
any claims due to the lack of sufficient support. In the case of a Schwarzschild black hole, the ADM mass defined at
spatial infinity is modified as a result of the contribution of the dilation charge. This indicates that dilation symmetry
bears physical effects on the quantities defined at the boundary. As a final remark, we add that our calculation for
the dilation charge also includes terms that are independent of the field variables and do not vanish, in general, hence
implying that the dilations of conformal symmetry can in fact have physical effects at the boundary.
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Appendix A: Asymptotic charges
Considering the boundary term for a general variation of the smeared constraints,
Bn[δgij , δπij ] =
∫
∂Σ
d2x[−2niδπri + nrπijδgij − 2
√
γnδK
−√γγBCδγAC(nKAB +
1
λ
(∂rn− λC∂Cn)δAB)],
(A1)
and with the symmetry generators,
n = rb + f +O(r−1)
nr = r2Z + rF +W +
1
r
S +O(r−2)
nA = rJA + Y A +
1
r
IA +O(r−2),
(A2)
we examine the terms individually7 in the following.
Calculations for −2nrδπrr
7 Although due to the boundary conditions we find Z = 0 = JA, we include their contributions to the conserved charge in these
calculations, and subsequently, we set them to zero.
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−2nrδπrr =− 2nr[πrrδgrr + grrδπrr + πrAδgrA + grAδπrA]
=− 2[W (x) + rF (x) + r2Z(x) +O(1
r
)][(π¯rr +
1
r
π(2)rr)δ(1 +
1
r
h¯rr +
1
r2
h(2)rr )
+ (1 +
1
r
h¯rr +
1
r2
h(2)rr )δ(π¯
rr +
1
r
π(2)rr)
+ (
1
r
π¯rA +
1
r2
π(2)rA)δ(h¯rA +
1
r
h
(2)
rA)
+ (h¯rA +
1
r
h
(2)
rA)δ(
1
r
π¯rA +
1
r2
π(2)rA)]
=− 2[(W + Fr + r2Z)δπ¯rr
+ Fδ(π¯rrh¯rr + π¯
rAh¯rA + π
(2)rr)
+ rZδ(π¯rr h¯rr + π¯
rAh¯rA + π
(2)rr)
+ Zδ(π¯rrh(2)rr + π
(2)rrh¯rr + π
(2)rAh¯rA + π¯
rAh
(2)
rA)],
(A3)
where the divergent terms are −2r2(Zδπ¯rr) and −2r(Fδπ¯rr + Zδ[π¯rrh¯rr + π¯rAh¯rA + π(2)rr]).
Calculations for −2nAδπrA
−2nAδπrA =− 2nAδ[πrigiA]
=− 2Y Aδ[π¯rBh¯AB + γ¯ABπ(2)rB + h¯rAπ¯rr]
− 2IA[γ¯ABδπ¯rB]
− 2JAδ[π¯rrh(2)rA + π(2)rrh¯rA + π(2)rBh¯AB + π¯rBδh(2)AB]
− 2r(Y A[γ¯ABδπ¯rB] + JAδ[π¯rBh¯AB + γ¯ABπ(2)rB + h¯rAπ¯rr])
− 2r2JA[γ¯ABδπ¯rB],
(A4)
Calculations for +nrπijδgij
+nrπijδgij =(W + rF + r
2Z +O(
1
r
))πijδgij =
=(W + rF + r2Z +O(
1
r
))(πrrδgrr + π
rAδgrA + π
ABδgAB)
=(W + rF + r2Z +O(
1
r
))([π¯rr +
1
r
π(2)rr]δ[1 +
1
r
h¯rr +
1
r2
h(2)rr ]
+ 2[
1
r
π¯rA +
1
r2
π(2)rA]δ[h¯rA +
1
r
h
(2)
rA]
+ [
1
r2
π¯AB +
1
r3
π(2)AB]δ[r2γ¯AB + rh¯AB + h
(2)
AB])
=Z(π(2)rrδh¯rr + π¯
rrδh(2)rr + 2π
(2)rAδh¯rA + 2π¯
rAδh
(2)
rA + π¯
ABδh
(2)
AB + π
(2)ABδh¯AB)
+ F (π¯rrδh¯rr + 2π¯
rAδh¯rA + π¯
ABδh¯AB)
+ rZ(π¯rrδh¯rr + 2π¯
rAδh¯rA + π¯
ABδh¯AB)
(A5)
Calculations for +nrπrrδgrr, +n
rπrAδgrA, and +n
rπABδgAB
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+nrπrrδgrr =W [π¯
rr +
1
r
π(2)rr]δ[1 +
1
r
h¯rr +
1
r2
h(2)rr ] = O(
1
r
)
+nrπrAδgrA =W [
1
r
π¯rA +
1
r2
π(2)rA]δ[h¯rA +
1
r
h
(2)
rA] = O(
1
r
)
+nrπABδgAB =W [
1
r2
π¯AB +
1
r3
π(2)AB]δ[r2γ¯AB + rh¯AB + h
(2)
AB] = O(
1
r
)
(A6)
Calculations for −2√gnδK
−2√gnδK =− 2r2√γ¯(rb + f)δ(−2
r
+
1
r2
k¯ +
1
r3
k(2)))
=− 2√γ¯(rb + f)(δk¯ + 1
r
δk(2)))
=− 2√γ¯fδk¯ − 2√γ¯bδk(2) − 2√γ¯rbδk¯
(A7)
Calculations for −√ggBCδgACnKAB −
√
ggACδgAC
1
λ
∂rn
−√ggBCδgACnKAB =− r2
√
γ¯(rb + f)(−1
r
δAB +
1
r2
k¯AB +
1
r3
k
(2)A
B )
× ( 1
r2
γ¯BC − 1
r3
h¯AB)δ(r2γ¯AC + rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
=−√γ¯(rb + f)(−rδAB + k¯AB +
1
r
k
(2)A
B )
× ( 1
r2
γ¯BC − 1
r3
h¯AB)δ(r2γ¯AC + rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
= +
√
γ¯[f(
1
r
γ¯AC − 1
r2
h¯AC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
− f(k¯AB)(
1
r2
γ¯BC − 1
r3
h¯BC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
− f(1
r
k
(2)A
B )(
1
r2
γ¯BC − 1
r3
h¯BC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
+ b(δAB)(γ¯
BC − 1
r
h¯BC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
− b(k¯AB)(
1
r
γ¯BC − 1
r2
h¯BC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
− (b)(k(2)AB )(
1
r2
γ¯BC − 1
r3
h¯BC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)]
=
√
γ¯fδh¯+
√
γ¯b[δh(2) − k¯ABδh¯BA − h¯ACδh¯AC
+ rδh¯]
(A8)
−√ggACδgAC 1
λ
∂rn =− r2
√
γ¯b(
1
r2
γ¯AC − 1
r3
h¯AC)δ(r2γ¯AC + rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)(1 −
1
r
λ¯+
1
r2
λ(2))
=−√γ¯b(γ¯AC − 1
r
h¯AC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)(1−
1
r
λ¯+
1
r2
λ(2))
=
√
γ¯b[−δh¯(2) + λ¯δh¯+ h¯ACδh¯AC − rδh¯]
(A9)
Equations (A8) and (A9) give, in total,
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−√ggBCδgACnKAB −
√
ggACδgAC
1
λ
∂rn =
√
γ¯fδh¯+
√
γ¯b[−k¯ABδh¯AB + λ¯δh¯]. (A10)
Calculations for +
√
ggACδgAC
1
λ
λD∂Dn
+
√
ggACδgAC
1
λ
λD∂Dn =r
2√γ¯( 1
r2
γ¯AC − 1
r3
h¯AC)δ(r2γ¯AC + rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
× (1− 1
r
λ¯− 1
r2
(λ¯2 − λ(2))( 1
r2
λ¯D +
1
r3
λ(2)D)(∂Df + r∂Db)
=
√
γ¯(
1
r2
γ¯AC − 1
r3
h¯AC)δ(rh¯AC + h
(2)
AC)
× (1− 1
r
λ¯− 1
r2
(λ¯2 − λ(2)))(λ¯D + 1
r
λ(2)D)(∂Df + r∂Db)
=
√
γ¯(λ¯D∂Db)δh¯
(A11)
Note that we have found Z = 0 = JA; hence to sum up, all finite nonzero terms contain
− 2Wδπ¯rr
+ Fδ(π¯rrh¯rr + π¯
rAh¯rA + π
(2)rr)
− 2Y Aδ(π¯rBh¯AB + γ¯ABπ(2)rB + h¯rAπ¯rr)
− 2IA(γ¯ABδπ¯rB)
− 2√γ¯fδk¯ − 2√γ¯bδk(2)
+
√
γ¯fδh¯+
√
γ¯(−k¯ABδh¯AB + λ¯δh¯)
+
√
γ¯(λ¯C∂Cb)δh¯,
(A12)
and the divergent terms are
+ rFδπ¯rr − 2rY A(γ¯ABδπ¯rB)− 2r
√
γ¯bδk¯. (A13)
Appendix B: Preservation of the parity ponditions
First, consider the following definitions:

C
AB = −D¯C k¯AB + D¯Ak¯CB + D¯B k¯CA ,
Σ¯AB = D¯JX
J
AB − D¯BXJJC ; Σ¯ = 2D¯2λ¯,
∆CAB = −γ¯ABD¯C λ¯+ γ¯CAD¯Bλ¯+ γ¯CBD¯Aλ¯,
XJAB = 
J
AB −∆JAB = 1
2
(γ¯JIαIAB − h¯JIβIAB),
ΓCAB = −Γ¯CAB +
1
r
XCAB,
βCAB = −∂C γ¯AB + ∂Aγ¯CB + ∂B γ¯AC ,
αCAB = −∂C h¯AB + ∂Ah¯CB + ∂B h¯AC .
(B1)
In the following we present the transformation of a few field variables needed in our study, under hypersurface
deformations.
Calculations for δλ¯
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2δN λ¯ =O(
1
r
)δNgrr = n∂tgrr + n
r∂rgrr + Y
C∂Cgrr + 2gri∂rn
i
=
2n√
g
(πrr − 1
2
πgrr) + n
r∂rgrr + Y
C∂Cgrr
=
2(rb + f)
r2
√
γ¯
(grigrjπ
ij − 1
2
gijπ
ijgrr) + n
r∂rgrr + Y
C∂Cgrr
=
2(rb + f)
r2
√
γ¯
(grrgrrπ
rr + grrgrCπ
rC + grCgrEπ
CE
− 1
2
(grrπ
rr + 2grCπ
rC + gCEπ
CE)grr) + n
r∂rgrr + Y
C∂Cgrr
=
1
r
[
2b√
γ¯
(
1
2
π¯rr − 1
2
π¯)] +
1
r
(Y C∂C h¯rr)
(B2)
which gives
δN h¯rr =
b√
γ¯
(π¯rr − π¯AA) + Y C∂C h¯rr. (B3)
Calculations for δπ¯rr
Considering δπ¯rr = O(1)|δNπrr , we have
δNπ
rr =− nr2√γ¯((3)Rrr − 1
2
grr (3)R) +
1
2
n
r2
√
γ¯
(πijπ
ij − 1
2
π2)grr
− 2n
r2
√
γ¯
(πriπi
r − 1
2
πrrπ) + r2
√
γ¯(DrDrn− grrDiDin)
+ Lnπrr
= −(rb + f)r2√γ¯[(3)Grr] + r2√γ¯[DrDr(rb + f)− 1
2
grrDiD
i(rb + f)] + (LY π¯rr − F π¯rr) + . . .
(B4)
where the contributing terms are
(3)GrA =
(3)RrA − 1
2
grA
(3)R = O(
1
r2
) (B5)
(3)Grr =
(3)Rrr − 1
2
grr
(3)R
=+ (1 +
λ¯
r
+ . . . )(
2
r2
− 2k¯
r3
+ . . . ) + · · · − (1 + λ¯
r
+ . . . )2(−δ
A
B
r
+
k¯AB
r2
+ . . . )(−δ
B
A
r
+
k¯BA
r2
+ ..)
− (1 + λ¯
r
+ . . . )(
γ¯AB
r2
− h¯
AB
r3
+ . . . )(
D¯AD¯Bλ¯
r
+
XCABD¯C λ¯
r2
+ . . . )
− 1
2
(1 +
2λ¯
r
+ . . . )
[
2(1− λ¯
r
+ . . . )(
2
r2
− 2k¯
r3
+ · · ·+N.C + . . . ) + R¯
r2
+
Σ¯
r3
− h¯
ABR¯AB
r3
−(−δ
A
B
r
+
k¯AB
r2
+ . . . )(−δ
B
A
r
+
k¯BA
r2
+ . . . )− (−2
r
+
k¯
r2
+ . . . )2 − 2(1− λ¯
r
+ . . . )(
D¯2λ¯
r3
+ . . . )
]
=
1
r3
[−2λ¯− Σ¯
2
] + . . .
(B6)
(3)Grr =
1
r3
[
−2λ¯− Σ¯
2
]
+ · · · = 1
r3
[−2λ¯− D¯2λ¯] + . . . (B7)
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r2
√
γ¯[DrDr(rb + f)− grrDiDi(rb + f)] =r2
√
γ¯[(grigrj − grrgij)DiDj(rb + f)]
=r2
√
γ¯[(grrgrr − grrgrr)DrDr(rb + f)
+ 2(grrgrC − grrgrC)DrDC(rb + f)
+ (grCgrE − grrgCE)DCDE(rb + f)]
=−√γ¯(D¯2f −XJCC∂Jb− 6bλ¯+ bk¯)√
γ¯(−D¯2f + 2D¯Ek¯CE∂Cb− D¯C k¯∂Cb− 6bλ¯+ bk¯)
(B8)
which finally gives
δπ¯rr =
√
γ¯
[−b(−2λ¯− D¯2λ¯)− D¯2f + 2(D¯Ek¯EC)(D¯Cb)− (D¯C k¯)(D¯Cb) + 6bλ¯− bk¯]+ LY π¯rr − F π¯rr. (B9)
Calculations for δπ¯rA
Noting δπ¯rA = O(r−1)|δNπrA , we have
δNπ
rA =− nr2√γ¯((3)RrA − 1
2
grA (3)R) +
1
2
n
r2
√
γ¯
(πijπ
ij − 1
2
π2)grA
− 2n
r2
√
γ¯
(πriπi
A − 1
2
πrAπ) + r2
√
γ¯(DrDAn− grADiDin) + LnπrA
= −(rb + f)r2√γ¯[(3)GrA] + r2√γ¯[DrDA(rb + f)− 1
2
grADiD
i(rb + f)] +
1
r
(LY π¯rA − F π¯rA)+ . . .
(B10)
The contributing terms are
(3)G
rA
=(3)R
rA − 1
2
grA (3)R = grigAj (3)Rij − 1
2
grA (3)R
=grrgAr(3)Rrr + (g
rrgAB + grBgAr)(3)RrB + (g
rBgAC + grCgAB)(3)RBC
= grrgAB (3)RrB +O(r
−5)
=(1− 1
λ¯
+ . . . )(
γ¯AB
r2
− h¯
AB
r3
+ . . . )(∂BK −DCKCB ) +O(
1
r5
) =
1
r4
(D¯Ak¯ − D¯C k¯CA) +O(r−5)
(B11)
and
r2
√
γ¯(DrDAn−grADiDin) = r2
√
γ¯grrgABDrDBn+O(r
−2)
=r2
√
γ¯
(
1− 2λ¯
r
+ . . .
)(
γ¯AB
r2
+ . . .
)(
∂r∂B(rb + f)− ΓrrB∂r(rb + f)− ΓCrB∂C(rb + f)
)
=
√
γ¯(γ¯AB + . . . )(∂Bb− b(1− λ¯
r
+ . . . )(
∂B λ¯
r
+ . . . ) + ∂C(rb + f)(1 +
λ¯
r
+ . . . )(−δ
C
A
r
+
k¯CA
r2
+ . . . ))
=
√
γ¯(D¯Ab+
1
r
(−bD¯Aλ¯− D¯Af + k¯CAD¯Cb − λ¯D¯Ab)) +O(r−2)
(B12)
Therefore,
δπ¯rA =b
√
γ¯(D¯C k¯
CA − D¯Ak¯ − bD¯Aλ¯) +√γ¯(−D¯Af + k¯CAD¯Cb− λ¯D¯Ab))
=
√
γ¯
[
D¯C(bk¯
CA − D¯A(bλ¯)− bD¯Ak¯ − D¯Af]+ LY π¯rA − F π¯rA. (B13)
Calculations for δπ¯AB
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For the next field variable δπ¯AB = O(r−2)δπAB , the calculations are
δNπ
AB =− (rb + f)r2√γ¯( (3)RAB − 1
2
gAB(3)R) +
1
2
rb + f
r2
√
γ¯
(πmnπ
mn − 1
2
π2)gAB
− 2(rb + f)
r2
√
γ¯
(πAmπm
B − 1
2
ππAB) + r2
√
γ¯(DADB(rb + f)− gABDmDm(rb + f))
+ LnπAB
(B14)
The contributing terms are
(3)GAB =gAigBjGij = g
ArgBrGrr + 2g
ArgBCGrC + g
ACgBE(3)GCE
=(
γ¯AC
r2
− h¯
AC
r3
+ . . . )(
γ¯BE
r2
− h¯
BE
r3
+ . . . )
[
1
r
{−D¯CD¯E λ¯+ γ¯CED¯2λ¯}+ γRCE − 1
2
gCE
γR
]
=γGAB +
1
r5
(γ¯ABD¯2λ¯− D¯AD¯B λ¯) + . . . ,
(B15)
(3)RAB =
1
λ
∂rKAB + 2KACK
C
B −KKAB −
1
λ
DADBλ
+ γRAB − 1
λ
LλKAB
=(1− λ¯
r
+ . . . )(−γ¯AB + . . . ) + 2(−rγ¯AC − h¯AC + k¯AC + . . . )(−δ
C
B
r
+
k¯CB
r2
+ . . . )
− (−2
r
+
k¯
r2
+ . . . )(−rγ¯AB − h¯AB + k¯AB + . . . )− (1− λ
r
+ . . . )(
D¯AD¯Bλ¯
r
+ . . . )
+ γRAB − (1 − λ¯
r
+ . . . )(λC∂CKAB +KAC∂Bλ
C +KBC∂Aλ
C)
=− γ¯AB + 1
r
[
λ¯γ¯AB − 2k¯AB + k¯γ¯AB − D¯AD¯Bλ¯
]
+ γRAB + . . . ,
−1
2
gAB
(3)R =− 1
2
(r2γ¯AB + rh¯AB + . . . )
[
2(1− λ¯
r
+ . . . )(
2
r2
− 2k¯
r3
+ . . . ) + γR
−(−δ
A
B
r
+
k¯AB
r2
+ . . . )(−δ
B
A
r
+
k¯BA
r2
+ . . . )− (−2
r
+
k¯
r2
+ . . . )2 − (2(1− λ¯
r
+ . . . )(
D¯CD¯
C λ¯
r3
+ . . . )
]
=
2λ¯
r
γ¯AB + γ¯AB − k¯γ¯AB
r
− h¯AB
r
+
γ¯AB
r
D¯CD¯
C λ¯− 1
2
gAB
γR
=γ¯AB +
1
r
[
2k¯AB − k¯γ¯AB − λ¯γ¯AB + λ¯ABD¯2λ¯
]− 1
2
gAB
γR+ . . . ,
(B16)
γRAB =∂C
γΓCAB − ∂BγΓCCA + γΓCABγΓEEC − γΓCAEγΓEBC
=R¯AB +
1
2r
[
2∂C(
C
AB −∆CAB)− 2∂B(CCA −∆CCA)
+ 2(CAB −∆CAB)Γ¯EEC + 2(EEC −∆EEC)Γ¯CAB
−2(CAE −∆CAE)Γ¯EBC − 2(EBC −∆EBC)Γ¯CAE
]
=R¯AB +
1
r
[
D¯C(
C
AB −∆CAB)− D¯B(CCA −∆CCA)
]
+ . . . ,
−1
2
gABg
CE γRCE =− 1
2
(r2γ¯AB + rh¯AB + . . . )(
γCE
r2
− h¯
CE
r3
+ . . . ) γRCE
=− 1
2
γ¯ABR¯− 1
2r
[
(h¯AB γ¯
CE − h¯CE γ¯AB)R¯CE + γ¯ABΣ¯
]
=− 1
2
γ¯ABR¯− 1
2r
[
2k¯ABR¯− 2k¯CE γ¯ABR¯CE + γ¯ABΣ¯
]
+ . . . .
(B17)
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Using R¯AB = γ¯AB and R¯ = 2 we have
GAB =gAJgBIGIJ
=(
γ¯AJ
r2
− h¯
AJ
r3
+ . . . )(
γ¯BI
r2
− h¯
BI
r3
+ . . . )(RIJ − 1
2
gIJR)
=(R¯AB − 1
2
γ¯ABR¯)
+
1
r5
[
(−γ¯AJ h¯BI − h¯AJ γ¯BI)(R¯IJ − 1
2
γ¯IJR¯)
+γ¯AJ γ¯BI(Σ¯JI − R¯k¯JI + γ¯JI k¯CER¯CE − 1
2
Σ¯γ¯JI)
]
=
1
r5
[
Σ¯AB − 1
2
Σ¯− 2k¯AB − γ¯ABk¯
]
+O(r−6)
(B18)
Also,
r2
√
γ¯[DADBn− gABDiDin] = r2
√
γ¯(DiDjn)[g
AigBj − gABgij ]
=
√
γ¯
r2
[λ¯γ¯AB − γ¯ABD¯C λ¯D¯Cb+ D¯AD¯Bf − γ¯ABD¯2f
− (JAB − γ¯ABJCC −∆JAB + γ¯AB∆JCC)∂Jb+ bk¯AB − bk¯γ¯AB + 3bλ¯γ¯AB]
=
√
γ¯
r2
[D¯AD¯Bf − γ¯ABD¯2f + bλ¯γ¯AB − γ¯ABD¯CbD¯C λ¯
+ (D¯J k¯AB − D¯Ak¯JB − D¯B k¯JA − γ¯ABD¯J k¯ + 2γ¯ABD¯C k¯CJ
+ γ¯ABD¯J λ¯− γ¯AJD¯Bλ¯− γ¯BJD¯Aλ¯)∂Jb]
(B19)
Finally,
δπ¯AB =
√
γ¯
[−γ¯ABD¯2λ¯+ bD¯AD¯Bλ¯− bD¯JJAB + bD¯AJJB + 2bk¯AB − bk¯γ¯AB
+
1
2
bγ¯AB(D¯J
JC
C − D¯JCCJ) + γ¯ABJCC(∂Jb)−JAB(∂Jb)
+ (D¯AD¯Bf − γ¯ABD¯2f) + bλ¯γ¯AB − γ¯AB(D¯Cb)(D¯C λ¯)
−γ¯AB(D¯Cb)(D¯C λ¯) + (D¯Aλ¯)(D¯Bb) + (D¯Ab)(D¯B λ¯)] + LY π¯AB .
(B20)
Appendix C: Calculations for dilation charge
We have
πrr =
√
g(Krr − grrK) = r2
√
γ¯
2n
(grigrj − grrgij)(g˙ij − Lngij)
=
√
γ¯(
r
2b
− f
b2
+ . . . )(−g
AB
λ2
+ . . . )(g˙AB − LngAB)
=−√γ¯( γ¯
AB
2br
− k¯
AB
br2
− h
(2)AB + 2λ¯h¯AB − 3λ¯2γ¯AB
2br3
+
f γ¯AB
b2r2
− 2f k¯
AB
b2r3
+ . . . )×
× (−2r2F γ¯AB − r( ˙¯hAB + 2Wγ¯AB + F h¯AB + LY h¯AB + LI γ¯AB)
+ h˙
(2)
AB − 2Sγ¯AB −Wh¯AB − LY h(2)AB − LI h¯AB + . . . )
=
√
γ¯
2b
[
γ¯AB ˙¯hAB + 4W + F h¯+ γ
ABLY h¯AB + γABLI γ¯AB
]
−
√
γ¯
2b2r
[
b(γ¯ABh˙
(2)
AB − 4S −Wh¯− γABLY h(2)AB − γABLI h¯AB)
− (2f γ¯AB − 2bk¯AB)( ˙¯hAB + 2Wγ¯AB + F h¯AB + LY h¯AB + LI γ¯AB)
+2F (bγ¯ABh
(2)AB + 2bλ¯h¯− 6bλ¯2 + 4f k¯)
]
+O(r−2)
(C1)
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Therefore,
π¯(2)rr =−
√
γ¯
2b2
[
b(γ¯ABh˙
(2)
AB − 4S −Wh¯− γABLY h(2)AB − γABLI h¯AB)
− (2f γ¯AB − 2bk¯AB)( ˙¯hAB + 2Wγ¯AB + F h¯AB + LY h¯AB + LI γ¯AB)
+2F (bγ¯ABh
(2)AB + 2bλ¯h¯− 6bλ¯2 + 4f k¯)
]
.
(C2)
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